Your Individual Divinity: Existing in Parallel Realities

All realities are made up of vibrating energy. You are a multi-dimensional Being existing in
more than one reality at any given time. You may shift â€œupâ€• to a higher version of you by
focusing on a higher vibration. To use another analogy - say you have a game. Each level
reached within the game carries a reward. Itâ€™s not that you deserve or donâ€™t deserve the
reward. The reward or gift is always there on that particular level and you have simply
accessed that level. When you raise yourself to the level where the highest vibration realities
exist you are going into a parallel reality; a reality that is already alive! The goal is to enter it
and stay in it. How? You stay in the highest vibration, or version of yourself and you are
magnetically drawn to that parallel reality. You live there also - simultaneously - you just
havenâ€™t focused on that reality as you have been busy focusing on your current reality.
Itâ€™s not a future but a now! All parallel realities are here and now and they exist just as
your current reality exists. You may shift â€œupâ€• to a higher version of you by focusing on
a higher vibration. Certain â€œfeelingsâ€• give you a â€œlift upâ€• to the next vibration.
Once you raise yourself to a higher vibration you are magnetically drawn into the next higher
vibrational stream of reality. You live where you choose to live by your choice of feelings.
Low vibratory feelings draw you â€œintoâ€• a low vibrating stream of energy or a low
vibrating parallel reality. You see, everything is already created! Everything that could
possibly be imagined is already â€œaliveâ€• in the field of potentiality or the God force.
Nothing that exists is wrong or bad or right or good. Everything, absolutely everything is
simply energy in movement. Move your energy in the direction you choose. You may climb
â€œupâ€• the stairs or â€œdownâ€• the stairs depending on which level of the mansion you
wish to experience. Itâ€™s all just energy and you are simply on a tour of the mansion. You
come and go often, and this is not your first, nor your last time to visit. Where would you like
to go?
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Your Individual Divinity - Existing in Parallel Realities by God through Liane Rich. When
you raise yourself to the level where the highest vibration realities exist. Currently co-existing
realities are splitting up into parallel ones. . This can be extremely intense and difficult on our
personal perceptions of needing safety, comfort, . Peace, love, forgiveness, letting go and
divine joy. The so-called â€œalternativeâ€• universes or â€œparallelâ€• universes we often
refer to in from astronomy to theology, the physics community of which many deem Would
every person who loves us be able to be with us the way they wanted The one who makes your
heart beat so rapidly, you feel like it might fall.
Parallel universe or alternative reality is a self-contained separate reality coexisting with one's
own. These parallel universes are believed to be, exactly like our universe. These universes are
These parallel universes may exist less than one millimeter away from us. Our gravity is
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happened simply because I asked the divine forces in all sincerity for me to. That said, we can
now turn to the question of parallel universes. these separate worlds have to spin off into their
own respective timelines, with their very own free . Torah is Divine and given by the Creator
of the Universe and of everything.
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